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Abstract Knowledge of the frequency, distribution, and

fate of lethal genes in chromosomal inversions helps to

illuminate the evolution of recently founded populations.

We analyze the relationship between lethal genes and

inversions in two colonizing populations of D. subobscura

in Chile. In the ancestral Palearctic populations of this

species, lethal genes seem distributed at random on chro-

mosomes. But in colonizing American populations, some

lethal genes are associated with specific chromosomal

arrangements. Some of these associated lethals were

detected only during the first stages of the colonization

(O3?4?2), and never thereafter, whereas others have per-

sisted (O3?4?7 and O5). However, most lethal genes in

American populations have been observed only once: they

have arisen by novel mutation and soon disappear. Finally,

recombination between different inversions has been

observed in America. However, the persistence of lethal

genes associated with the heterotic inversions O3?4?7 and

O5 could indicate that recombination inside these inver-

sions is rare.

Keywords D. subobscura � Colonization � Lethal genes �
Chromosomal inversions � Association � Heterosis

Introduction

The use of lethal genes to study the genetic structure of

natural populations was pioneered by Dobzhansky and

Wright (Dobzhansky and Wright 1941; Wright et al. 1942).

For example, the high frequency of lethal genes is likely an

indicator of centrality versus marginality of populations

(Townsend 1952; Sperlich et al. 1977; Brussard 1984;

Krimbas 1993). This may be due to the fact that in small

(i.e., marginal) populations lethal genes are purged at a

faster rate because of inbreeding. However, frequencies of

lethal genes on the O chromosome of D. subobscura in its

native range are higher than expected in several marginal

populations, and these frequencies display a wide range of

variation (Sperlich et al. 1977; Loukas et al. 1980; Pfriem

and Sperlich 1982; Mestres et al. 1990; Saura et al. 1990,

1998; Zivanovic et al. 2000). In contrast, observed fre-

quencies of lethal genes are low in colonizing populations

of D. subobscura in America, reflecting the founder event

(Mestres et al. 1990, 1992, 1995; Solé et al. 2000).

In addition to determining the frequency of lethal genes,

it is also useful to know how many copies of a specific

lethal gene (i.e., alleles identical by descent) exist in a

population. This information can be obtained through an

allelism test. A few studies have analyzed lethal allelism in

Paleactic populations of D. subobscura. Loukas et al.

(1980) found low frequencies of this allelism in
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populations on Mt. Parnes (Greece) and Alikianou (in the

Greek island of Crete), probably because these big popu-

lations were collected during their expansion period. Low

frequency of allelism was also found in Bordils population

(NE of Spain), but in this case the chromosomal compo-

sition for inversions was known for each pair of allelic

lethal lines (Mestres et al. 1990). Only one of five cases of

allelism was produced by a pair of lines carrying the same

chromosomal arrangement. Thus, most of these lethal

genes were not associated with chromosomal arrange-

ments. Finally, three Balkan populations of D. subobscura

(two from Serbian and one from Montenegro) were studied

for the lethal allelism. Only one of them had a high fre-

quency of lethal alleles, and none of the populations

showed an association between lethals and chromosomal

arrangements (Zivanovic et al. 2000).

Most information on lethals of this species has been

gathered on the American colonizing populations (Mestres

et al. 1990, 1992, 1995; Solé et al. 2000). In all American

populations studied so far, a lethal gene is always associ-

ated with the O5 inversion. In fact, this lethal gene is found

only in the chromosomes carrying this inversion, and this

inversion always carries this lethal. Another lethal gene is

associated with the O3?4?7 arrangement. Although this

lethal is found only in this arrangement, not all O3?4?7

chromosomes carry this lethal: some have normal viability,

and others carry different lethal genes. Finally, another

lethal gene is similarly incompletely associated with the

O3?4?2 arrangement. These three associations between

lethals and inversions have been found in both hemispheres

of the Americas, indicating that the North and South

American populations were derived from the same original

colonizing sample (Mestres et al. 1992), and they are, most

probably, a consequence of the founder event. The com-

plete association with the O5 inversion and the incomplete

association with the O3?4?7 arrangement have probably

persisted because a heterotic effect of the inversions

(Mestres et al. 2001).

Initial surveys for lethal genes in the Chilean popula-

tions were based on a sample of Santiago de Chile

collected in 1988 (‘‘Santiago de Chile I’’), about one dec-

ade after the colonization. We collected new samples of

D. subobscura from two populations in Chile in 1999, thus

two decades after the initial invasion. Our main aims were

to continue monitoring the evolution of the associations of

lethal genes and chromosomal inversions in colonizing

populations, to learn whether previously observed lethal

genes persist, and to determine whether new lethals and

associations might have evolved since the last samples. We

studied Puerto Montt (418280S), because it was the first

South American locality where D. subobscura was detec-

ted in America (Brncic et al. 1981). We also studied flies

from Santiago de Chile (338300S, ‘‘Santiago de Chile II’’),

which is far from Puerto Montt (see below) and has a

different composition of chromosomal arrangements

(Prevosti et al. 1985, 1988, 1990; Balanyà et al. 2003). We

analyzed intra-populational lethal allelism of these two

populations as well as their inter-populational allelism. We

also compared inter-populational allelism of each of these

two populations with four additional American populations

that had been analyzed previously (Mestres et al. 1990,

1992, 1995; Solé et al. 2000).

Materials and methods

Populations

We analyzed genetic data from two South American pop-

ulations (Santiago de Chile II and Puerto Montt), sampled

in October and November 1999, respectively. Puerto Montt

is located about 900 km south of Santiago de Chile. We

compared these data with those collected from Santiago de

Chile I, sampled in December 1988 (Mestres et al. 1992)

and with some O5 lethal chromosomal lines from Puerto

Montt, sampled in 1986 (Mestres et al. 1990). We made

additional comparisons with lethal gene data from four

North American populations: Gilroy I (October 1984 and

April 1985) (Mestres et al. 1990), Gilroy II (October 1990

and April 1991), Bellingham (September 1991) (Mestres

et al. 1992), and Centralia (October 1995) (Solé et al.

2000). Gilroy is in California (USA), while Centralia and

Bellingham are located far north in Washington (USA).

Chromosome extraction and allelism tests

Crosses of wild-caught flies with chcu (cherry curled,

homokaryotypic strain) and Va/Ba (Varicose/Bare, lethal

balanced strain) strains were made for obtaining chromo-

somes in homozygous condition (Mestres et al. 1990).

Chromosomes carrying lethals were maintained in hetero-

zygous condition with the Va balancer chromosome. Va lines

heterozygous for wild lethal-carrying chromosomes were

intercrossed to ascertain whether the lethal genes were

allelic. All possible intra-populational allelism crosses were

carried out for the Santiago de Chile II and Puerto Montt

populations. Inter-populational allelism tests were also car-

ried out between both populations and with Gilroy (I and II),

Bellingham, and Centralia. Finally, all lethal chromosomes

from Santiago de Chile II and Puerto Montt were also tested

against old lethal chromosomal lines from Santiago de Chile

I and against several O5 lethal chromosomal lines from

Puerto Montt, as well as against the O5 lethal chromosomal

line from Taulé (France) (Mestres et al. 1992).

The Va balancer chromosome carries two (X-ray

induced) overlapping inversions (named OVIII?210) plus the
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naturally occurring arrangement O3?4. About two-thirds of

the O chromosome (segment SII) is covered by the

OVIII?210 inversions; most of the rest (segment SI) is

covered by the O3?4 arrangement. Thus, if a wild chro-

mosome carries the O3?4 arrangement without any

overlapping inversions, crossing over is not prevented

between the wild and the Va balancer chromosomes. In a

previous study, the magnitude of recombination was not

trivial (Mestres et al. 1990). Thus, lethal genes located on

the SI segment of O3?4 wild chromosomes can be lost

through recombination: consequently, only those lethals

present within the SII segment can be ascertained. How-

ever, the whole chromosome (segments SI ? SII) can be

assayed in wild chromosomes lacking the O3?4 arrange-

ment. We have used Loukas et al.’s (1980) correction,

which transforms the SI ? SII lethal chromosomes into SII

lethal ‘‘equivalents.’’ All laboratory strains, stocks and

crosses were kept at 18�C in standard Drosophila cultures.

Statistical methods

The distribution of lethal genes along the O chromosome of

D. subobscura was analyzed assuming a Poisson distribu-

tion. If lethal genes were randomly distributed along the O

chromosome, a value of k (defined as the proportion of

lethal genes in segment SII with respect to the whole

chromosome) close to 2/3 would be expected. The signif-

icance of k values was obtained with a maximum

likelihood approach, using the Wilks’ approximation.

�2 ln K � v2

with one degree of freedom (Mestres and Serra 1999).

Effective population size (Ne) was estimated as descri-

bed by Nei (1968) and also by Begon et al. (1985): both

methods gave very similar values. Lethal heterozygote

fitness reduction was estimated following Crow and Temin

(1964) and Nei (1968). However, all these estimates are

tentative, as the incidence of lethal genes is not in equi-

librium in the American populations.

To compare the chromosomal polymorphism of lethal

versus non-lethal arrangements, we carried out a principal

component analysis for 11 populations, each divided into two

samples (non-lethal and lethal chromosomes): Kamariste

(K and KL), Zanjic (Z and ZL), Petnica (P and PL), Djerdap I

(DI and DIL) (collected in 2001) and Djerdap II (DII and

DIIL) (collected in 2002) from the Palearctic region (Ziva-

novic et al. 2000; Zivanovic and Marinkovic 2003) and

Santiago de Chile II (SC and SCL), Puerto Montt (PM and

PML), Gilroy I (GI and GIL), Gilroy II (GII and GIIL),

Centralia (C and CL), and Bellingham (B and BL) (Prevosti

et al. 1988; Mestres et al. 1990, 1992, 1995; Solé et al. 2000;

Balanyà et al. 2003) from the Americas. Overall, a total of 14

different arrangements have been observed.

Each sample Pi; i ¼ 1; . . .; 22ð Þ is characterized by a

vector pi1; . . .; pimð Þ whose coordinates are the relative

frequencies of each O chromosomal arrangement, with

pij� 0; i ¼ 1; . . .; 22; j ¼ 1; . . .;m

and

Xm

j¼1

pij ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; . . .; 22

Thus, each vector represents a point in the genetic

space. Mathematically, this genetic space constitutes a

manifold with boundary of dimension n ¼ m� 1 (Balanyà

et al. 2004).

We can define a distance between two populations Pi ¼
pi1; . . .; pikð Þ and Pj ¼ pj1; . . .; pjk

� �
by

d Pi;Pj

� �
¼ arccos

Xm

k¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pikpjk
p ð1Þ

where d2 Pi;Pj

� �
is the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya

1946) associated with an analyzed chromosome.

These proportions were transformed by 2
ffiffiffiffiffi
pij
p

which

provides a very good Euclidean approximation to the

Bhattacharyya distance (Balanyà et al. 2006). Then, a

principal component analysis of the covariance matrix of

the transformed proportions was computed, and a graphical

display of the positions of the populations in two and three

dimensions was obtained.

Finally, we repeated the principal component analysis

using the same populations, but after excluding the O5

inversion. In America, the frequency of this inversion

varies clinally with latitude and is completely associated

with a lethal gene. Its relative abundance in America is

rather high and could bias the overall pattern of lethals on

the O chromosome.

Results

Viability tests

The viability distribution of flies homozygous for wild O

chromosomes in both analyzed populations was bimodal,

as is typical (Dobzhansky et al. 1977). The frequencies of

lethal and semilethal chromosomes, as well as the genetic

load (see Greenberg and Crow 1960) are given in Table 1.

The separate frequencies of lethal and of semilethal genes

are not significantly different between Santiago de Chile II

and Puerto Montt: v2 = 1.60—with Yates correction; P-

value 0.206; df = 1, for lethals, and v2 = 1.90—with

Yates correction; P-value 0.168; df = 1, for semilethals,

respectively. However, the frequencies of lethal plus

semilethal genes are significantly different for these two
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populations (v2 = 4.15—with Yates correction; P-value

0.042; df = 1). Furthermore, the frequencies of lethals and

lethals plus semilethals are significantly different between

Puerto Montt and the other American populations studied:

v2 = 7.40—with Yates correction; P-value 0.0065; df = 6,

for lethals, and v2 = 12.78—with Yates correction; P-

value 0.0004; df = 6, for lethals plus semilethals, respec-

tively. This last result could be attributed to the rather high

frequencies of lethals and semilethals in Puerto Montt

(25.2 ± 4.0 and 8.4 ± 2.5, respectively).

Chromosomal polymorphism

The distribution of lethal genes among chromosomal

arrangements in both Chilean populations studied is given

in Table 2. The O5 and O3?4?7 arrangements are more

common in Puerto Montt than in Santiago de Chile II. The

O7 inversion is infrequent and was found only in one non-

lethal chromosomal line from Santiago de Chile II and in

one lethal line from Puerto Montt. The chromosomal

polymorphism of the lethal and non-lethal chromosomal

lines is significantly different in Santiago de Chile II

(v2 = 27.09; P-value \0.0001; df = 3) and in Puerto

Montt (v2 = 33.70; P-value 0.0008; df = 3). However, the

distribution of lethals among the chromosomal arrange-

ments is not significantly different between Santiago de

Chile II and Puerto Montt (v2 = 2.20; P-value 0.532;

df = 3). Most probably, the association of lethal genes to

some chromosomal inversions in these colonizing popula-

tions is due to the relatively recent founder event during the

colonization. Furthermore, the frequency of some of the

arrangements associated with lethal genes varies latitudi-

nally (Prevosti et al. 1985, 1988, 1990; Balanyà et al.

2003), so that they can be rather frequent in some localities.

This may explain the high frequency of lethal genes

observed in Puerto Montt: the O5 inversion, which is

always associated with a lethal gene in the American

populations (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992, 1995, 2001), is

common at this locality. To evaluate this hypothesis, we

computed the correlation between the log transformed

frequency of lethal genes and of O5 inversion in these

seven American populations: the correlation was 0.847 and

significant (t = 3.557; P-value = 0.016).

In American populations, the distribution of lethal genes

among the different O chromosome inversions is not ran-

dom, as can be clearly observed in a multivariate principal

component analysis. A graphical representation of the 11

populations with their corresponding samples of lethals is

shown in Fig. 1a, where a final ‘‘L’’ in the population

abbreviation denotes a lethal sample. The first and second

axes explain 63.00% and 14.28% of the variability,

respectively. Altogether, both axes explain 77.28% of the

variability. The first axis denotes the founder effect, clearly

separating the Palearctic and American populations

(including the lethal samples): the chromosomal polymor-

phism is much richer in the Palearctic region than in

America (Prevosti et al. 1985, 1988, 1990; Balanyà et al.

2003). Moreover, note that the Palearctic populations and

their lethal samples are superimposed, whereas American

ones are not: with the exception of Gilroy I, these popu-

lations and their corresponding lethal samples are clearly

separated (Fig. 1a). However, as shown by a three-

dimensional representation (Fig. 1b), this lethal sample of

Gilroy I is actually closer to the other lethal samples.

Table 1 Frequency (in percentage) of lethal and semilethal O chromosomes and lethal load

Population N Lethals (L) Semilethals (SL) L ? SL Genetic load

Santiago de Chile II 119 17.6 ± 3.4 3.4 ± 1.7 21.0 ± 3.7 0.194

Puerto Montt 119 25.2 ± 4.0 8.4 ± 2.5 33.6 ± 4.3 0.290

Santiago de Chile I 20 15.0 ± 8.0 5.0 ± 4.9 20.0 ± 8.9 0.163

Gilroy I 111 14.4 ± 3.3 2.7 ± 1.5 17.1 ± 3.6 0.156

Gilroy II 77 10.4 ± 3.5 6.5 ± 2.8 16.9 ± 4.3 0.110

Bellingham 108 12.0 ± 3.1 1.9 ± 1.3 13.9 ± 3.3 0.128

Centralia 65 16.9 ± 4.6 6.2 ± 3.0 23.1 ± 5.2 0.185

N = number of chromosomes

Table 2 O chromosomal polymorphism of non-lethal and lethal

chromosomal lines from Santiago de Chile II and Puerto Montt

Chromosomal

arrangement

Santiago de Chile II Puerto Montt

Non-lethal

lines

Lethal

lines

Non-lethal

lines

Lethal

lines

Ost 23 3 28 4

O5 – 5 – 10

O7 1 – – 1

O3?4 9 – 3 –

O3?4?2 36 3 25 3

O3?4?7 11 4 8 9

O3?4?8 14 5 21 3

TOTAL 94 20 85 30
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If the principal component analysis is repeated after

excluding the O5 inversion (see Materials and Methods),

the populations and lethal samples in the Americas become

superimposed (Fig. 2a, b). The first and second axes now

explain 61.68% and 16.72% of the variability, respectively.

Altogether, both axes explain 78.40% of the variability.

Thus, the complete association of a lethal gene with O5

inversion in the American populations changes the

differentiation of chromosomal polymorphism of whole

samples with their lethal fraction.

Lethal allelism

As shown by the maximum likelihood approach with

Wilks’ approximation, the k parameter differs significantly

from the expected 2/3 ratio in both analyzed populations
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Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the principal component analysis

in two (a) and three (b) dimensions for the 11 populations with their

corresponding samples of lethals. Populations from the Palearctic

region (filled triangles) are: Kamariste (K), Zanjic (Z), Petnica (P),

Djerdap I (DI), and Djerdap II (DII). Corresponding lethal samples

are denoted by adding a final ‘‘L’’ letter and by open triangles. Thus,

KL means the lethal sample from Kamariste. Populations from

America (filled squares) are: Santiago de Chile II (SC), Puerto Montt

(PM), Gilroy I (GI), Gilroy II (GII), Centralia (C), and Bellingham

(B). Corresponding lethal samples are denoted by adding a final ‘‘L’’

letter and by open squares
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation in two (a) and three (b) dimensions of the principal component analysis for the 11 populations with their

corresponding samples of lethals with the O5 inversion excluded
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(Santiago de Chile II: k = 0.995, P-value = 0.047; Puerto

Montt: k = 3.208, P-value = 0.0002). Thus, lethal genes

along the O chromosome are not distributed at random. As

mentioned previously, the percentages of allelism have

been corrected using the method proposed by Loukas et al.

1980, which transforms the SI ? SII lethal chromosomes

into SII lethal ‘‘equivalents.’’ Because the distribution of

lethal genes is non-random, we assumed all lethal genes in

the O5 chromosome belong to type SII, and we have

applied the correction proposed by Mestres and Serra

(1999, see Materials and Methods).

All possible crosses between the lethal chromosomes,

within and between populations, were carried out to

ascertain allelism. Results of the intra-populational and

inter-populational allelism tests are presented in Tables 3

and 4, respectively. The complete data set is given in the

Supplementary material (Tables S1–S5).

Several associations between lethal genes and chromo-

somal inversions have been previously found in American

populations of D. subobscura (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992,

1995; Solé et al. 2000). As noted previously, one lethal

gene is completely associated with the O5 inversion in all

American samples analyzed. That is, the lethal gene is only

found with the O5 and this inversion always carries this

lethal. A different lethal gene is associated with the chro-

mosomal arrangement O3?4?7. However, this association is

incomplete, the lethal gene is always found in the O3?4?7,

but this arrangement can have other lethal genes or even be

free of lethals. The intra-populational lethal allelism of

Santiago de Chile II (Table S1) is due to the lethal gene

completely associated with the O5 inversion (chromosomal

lines SC35, SC37, SC58, and SC174), to the lethal gene

partially associated with the O3?4?7 arrangement and

previously observed in other American populations studied

(SC105 and SC153), and with a new lethal gene (never

observed in previous studies) found in two O3?4?7 lethal

chromosomal lines (SC52 and SC65).

The intra-populational allelism of Puerto Montt

(Table S2) is due to the lethal gene invariably associated

with the O5 inversion (PM14, PM18, PM20, PM41, PM61,

PM63, PM113, PM119, PM140, and PM144), to the lethal

gene partially associated with the O3?4?7 arrangement and

found previously in the American continent (PM32, PM35,

PM39, and PM46), and to this latter lethal gene, but carried

by an O7 chromosomal line (PM57). The O7 alone is thought

to be the result of a very rare recombination event between an

O3?4?7 chromosome and an Ost one. Most probably, the

linkage disequilibrium for the inversions O3?4 and O7 is due

to an extreme reduction of crossing over in the region

between them (Sperlich and Feuerbach-Mravlag 1974).

Nevertheless, the presence of the same lethal gene in both

types of chromosomal lines (O3?4?7 and O7) indicates that

recombination does take place, even if rarely.

The inter-populational allelism between Santiago de

Chile II and Puerto Montt (Table S3) is mostly due to

lethals carried by the O5 and O3?4?7 arrangements: all O5

chromosomes carry the same lethal gene, whereas O3?4?7

chromosomes carrying the lethal gene partially associated

are allelic among themselves. However, there is another

case of allelism: the same lethal gene is present in two

chromosomal lines O3?4?2, one from each population. It

could indicate the existence of gene flow among the

Chilean populations. The inter-populational allelism test

between Santiago de Chile II and the lethal chromosomal

lines from previous studies (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992,

1995; Solé et al. 2000) presented only two kinds of allelic

Table 3 Intra-populational frequencies of allelism in American

D. subobscura populations

Population Frequency

of allelism

Corrected

frequency

of allelism

Santiago de Chile II 0.052 ± 0.018 0.048 ± 0.017

Puerto Montt 0.138 ± 0.017 0.073 ± 0.009

Santiago de Chile I – –

Gilroy I 0.075 ± 0.024 0.053 ± 0.021

Gilroy II 0.214 ± 0.078 0.135 ± 0.051

Bellingham 0.269 ± 0.050 0.341 ± 0.060

Centralia 0.182 ± 0.052 0.122 ± 0.036

Table 4 Inter-populational frequencies of allelism between Santiago de Chile II and Puerto Montt and the other American D. subobscura
populations

Santiago de Chile II Puerto Montt

Uncorrected Corrected Uncorrected Corrected

Santiago Chile II – – 0.099 ± 0.023 0.060 ± 0.008

Gilroy I 0.099 ± 0.023 0.097 ± 0.023 0.152 ± 0.023 0.130 ± 0.020

Gilroy II 0.083 ± 0.023 0.063 ± 0.018 0.147 ± 0.023 0.103 ± 0.017

Bellingham 0.120 ± 0.021 0.093 ± 0.017 0.186 ± 0.020 0.089 ± 0.010

Centralia 0.111 ± 0.026 0.089 ± 0.021 0.177 ± 0.025 0.075 ± 0.011
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crosses, those in which the lethal gene was completely

associated with O5 or was partially associated with O3?4?7

(Table S4). Similar results are observed in the inter-pop-

ulational allelism test between Puerto Montt and the other

chromosomal lines (Table S5), with the exception of the

presence of a particular case of allelism, between the lethal

chromosomal line PM5 (O3?4?2) and the C105 (O5) (from

the population of Centralia). The most probable explana-

tion is that the C105 chromosomal line carries two lethals,

one that is typically associated with O5 and another new

one, which is allelic with that of line PM5. If we assume

that these two allelic lethals are not identical by descent,

we can estimate the value p? (the rate of allelism of

independently arisen lethal genes) using mathematical

expression (1) of Loukas et al. 1980. The value obtained is

p? = 0.0013, which is of the same order of magnitude

than previous estimates in the O chromosome of D. su-

bobscura (p? = 0.0041) (Loukas et al. 1980) and in

chromosome II of D. melanogaster (p? = 0.0029) (Begon

et al. 1985).

Overall, out of 99 lethal genes studied in the American

continent, 49 proved to be different. The most common

lethal gene is completely associated with O5 inversion: this

lethal has been detected 32 times on the American conti-

nent (32.3%). Another common lethal gene is partially

associated with the O3?4?7 arrangement (found 15 times),

plus another copy located in O7 (thus, 16 times in total).

Several other lethal genes have been found sporadically:

one located in O3?4?2 chromosomal lines (detected two

times, once each in Gilroy I and in Santiago de Chile I),

another in the same arrangement and also detected twice

(one in Gilroy I and one in Gilroy II), another in the same

arrangement and found twice (one in Santiago de Chile II

and one in Puerto Montt), and finally one lethal gene

detected twice, once in an O3?4?2 arrangement of Puerto

Montt and once in an O5 chromosomal line from Centralia.

In all other cases (43), lethal genes have been observed

only once in American populations (43.4%).

Population parameters

In Table 5, we present, for all American populations so far

analyzed, estimates of the effective population size (Ne)

based on the incidence of intra-populational allelism, as

well as estimates of fitness reduction in heterozygotes by

carrying lethal chromosomes (h and he). Two different Ne

estimates are given for each population (see Materials and

Methods), based on two different estimates of the number

of loci that can mutate to a lethal allele (n = 238 or 307).

Ne values have been estimated primarily for purposes of

comparing populations. In general, the values of the

effective population size of Santiago de Chile II and Puerto

Montt are similar to those previously observed in the

American colonizing populations (Mestres et al. 1990,

1995; Solé et al. 2000) and lower than those estimated in

the Palearctic region (Loukas et al. 1980; Mestres et al.

1990; Zivanovic et al. 2007). In America, the absolute

values are biased owing to the high incidence of allelism,

which in turn is a historical consequence of the small

number of colonizers and the effect of natural selection

over several inversions, producing small Ne values (Ayala

et al. 1989; Prevosti et al. 1989; Mestres et al. 1990, 1995,

2001).

Discussion

Associations between lethal genes and inversions

The distribution of lethal genes could depend on the

inversions in those species with rich chromosomal poly-

morphism, such as D. subobscura. Two concepts must be

defined, because they are not synonymous and can be

confused: the association between a lethal gene and a

chromosomal inversion, and the non-random distribution

of lethal genes on the chromosome. First, an association

exists if a lethal gene is always detected with a particular

chromosomal inversion. This association is complete if the

lethal gene is always located in the same inversion, and if

this inversion always contains the lethal gene; or it is

incomplete if the lethal gene is located always in the same

inversion, but if this inversion can carry other lethal genes

or even be free of them. The second concept is based on the

fact that lethal genes tend to accumulate in chromosomal

Table 5 Population parameters derived from intra-populational

lethal allelism tests

Population n = 238 n = 307

h he Ne h he Ne

Gilroy I 0.0166 0.0084 2145 0.0215 0.0132 1830

Gilroy II 0.0140 -0.0053 847 0.0181 -0.0012 651

Bellingham 0.1121 0.1051 212 0.1447 0.1376 164

Centralia 0.0129 -0.0060 966 0.0166 -0.0022 742

Santiago de Chile

II

0.0123 0.0006 1756 0.0159 0.0042 1338

Puerto Montt 0.0082 -0.078 1949 0.0106 -0.0054 1484

n is the number of loci that can mutate to recessive lethals. Ne is the

effective population size. h and he are the average fitness reduction in

lethal heterozygotes according to Nei (1968) and Crow and Temin

(1964), respectively. This estimates have been computed using

p? = 0.0041, l = 10-5 and two different values for the number of

lethal loci, n = 238 (based on the number of bands detected in seg-

ment SII of standard polytene O chromosomes) and n = 307

(estimated by using the number of bands detected within segment SII

in stretched polytene chromosomes) (for details see Mestres et al.

1990; Mestres and Serra 1991)
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inversions, especially in smaller inversions. Lethal genes

located inside small inversions can be different and vary in

frequency depending on evolutionary forces. Thus, an

observed non-random distribution of lethal genes on the

chromosome does not necessarily imply that associations

exist: a single inversion may accumulate different lethal

alleles. Different associations between lethal genes and

inversions have been described in D. pseudoobscura

(Epling et al. 1961; Dobzhansky et al. 1963; Mayhew et al.

1966) and D. melanogaster, both in natural populations

(Coyne et al. 1991) and in selected lines (Garcı́a-Dorado

and López-Fanjul 1987). Non-random distributions of

lethal genes on the chromosomes were detected in

D. pseudoobscura (Dobzhansky et al. 1963; Mayhew et al.

1966; Crumpacker and Salceda 1969; Bryant 1976), in

long-term selected lines of D. melanogaster (Albornoz and

Domı́nguez 1994), in D. albomicans (Chang and Lin 1995;

Chang et al. 1996; Yang et al. 2002), and possibly in

D. nasuta (Kumar and Gupta 1989).

Some hypotheses explain the relation between lethal

genes and chromosomal inversions. Thus, Dobzhansky

et al. (1963) and Crumpacker and Salceda (1969) sug-

gested that selection for high average fitness would result

in the association of deleterious recessive genes with rare

chromosomal arrangements. Muller (1964), Felsenstein

(1974), James (1992) and Yang et al. (2002) proposed that

when an inversion—or other rearrangements that suppress

recombination—appears in a population, lethal alleles can

accumulate on this inverted chromosome due to lack of

recombination. If the population remains large, the chro-

mosome carrying the inversion will reach a mutation-

selection balance. On the other hand, if the population is

small the bottleneck effect occurs, and the frequency of

heterokaryotypes increases because of inbreeding depres-

sion (producing an elimination of homokaryotypes).

In the Palearctic populations of D. subobscura studied

to date, lethal genes are never associated with chromo-

somal inversions (Mestres et al. 1990; Zivanovic et al.

2000). Nonetheless, several Balkan populations (Petnica,

Zanjic, and Djerdap) show a non-random distribution of

lethal genes (Zivanovic et al. 2007). However, these lethal

genes do not cluster inside or at the boundaries of particular

chromosomal arrangements, as evidenced by the similarity

of the chromosomal polymorphism of the whole samples

and their lethal fraction (Fig. 1a, b). In the American

populations, the situation is dramatically different. Several

associations were detected soon after the colonization: the

complete association between a lethal gene and the O5

inversion, and the incomplete associations between a lethal

gene and the O3?4?7 arrangements, and another lethal gene

and the O3?4?2 arrangement (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992,

1995). These associations and the non-random distribution

of lethal genes on the O chromosome (Mestres and Serra

1999; Solé et al. 2000) are thought to be a consequence of

the founder event. The bottleneck was strong: in fact, only

4–11 flies are estimated to have colonized the New World

(Brncic et al. 1981; Prevosti et al. 1989; Rozas and Aguadé

1991; Pascual et al. 2001, 2007; Mestres et al. 2004, 2005).

The first two associations (those with the O5 and O3?4?7

inversions) have persisted in both North and South

America. Interestingly, inversions carrying these lethal

genes seem heterotic, which may explain their persistence

(Mestres et al. 2001). Our new samples demonstrate that

both associations persist in South America, as they have

been found in collections from Santiago de Chile II and

from Puerto Montt in 1999 (Tables S4 and S5). The

association of a lethal gene with the O5 inversion seems

responsible for the overall high lethal frequency in Puerto

Montt. Furthermore, we have detected a significant corre-

lation between the frequency of this inversion and the

frequency of lethal genes in American populations. When

the principal component analysis is repeated, excluding the

O5 inversion in the 11 general samples and in the corre-

sponding lethal fraction, both kinds of samples mix

together.

Interestingly, the incomplete association between a

lethal gene and the O3?4?2 arrangement, which was

detected in the early samples from both North and South

America (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992), is no longer found. In

all American analyses (Mestres et al. 1990, 1992, 1995;

Solé et al. 2000), including the present one, 16 O3?4?2

lethal chromosomal lines have been found, but this par-

ticular association has not been found since 1988 (Mestres

et al. 1992). We have carried out a resampling test to

evaluate whether this lethal has probably disappeared in

America. Using either the overall frequency of this lethal

gene in the early samples (0.1053), or its minimum fre-

quency in those samples (0.0625), we drew 104 bootstrap

samples with replacement to generate a sampling distri-

bution. According to this analysis, the probabilities of

finding this lethal in our samples from Santiago de Chile II

are 0.8977 and 0.7256, and from Puerto Montt are 0.9642

and 0.8576. We hypothesize that this association was

probably a consequence of the founder event and has been

lost, probably due to natural selection or genetic drift.

Gene flow between populations

The frequency of inter-populational lethal gene allelism

generally decreases with distance (Wright et al. 1942;

Wallace 1966; Paik and Sung 1969; Yokoyama 1979;

Yamazaki et al. 1986). Nevertheless, gene flow can occur

even over moderate or long distances. For example, an

analysis of lethal genes in D. pseudoobscura suggested

some gene flow between the populations in the San Jacinto

mountains of California (moderate distances, between 15
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and 20 km) (Wright 1978). Bryant (1976) concluded that

those lethal genes allelic in D. pseudoobscura from four

locations in Southern California were probably heterotic. In

D. melanogaster, Golubovsky (1966) found a non-negli-

gible lethal allelism among populations, despite their

spatial isolation (5 km). Similar results were obtained for

this species in Japan by Watanabe (1969). Yamazaki et al.

(1986) found variations in rates of lethal allelism among

different pairs of populations. In D. subobscura, Zivanovic

et al. (2000) found different levels of inter-populational

allelism rates between Balkan populations, with the dif-

ference increasing with the distance and isolation between

them. The general conclusion is that gene flow (measured

by the inter-populational lethal allelism) can also occur

over moderate and even large distances: this observation is

consistent with the results of direct analyses of dispersal

rates in Drosophila (Slatkin 1985).

In the present study, the inter-populational allelism rate

found between Puerto Montt and Santiago de Chile II,

separated by 900 km, was 0.0601 ± 0.0080, similar in

magnitude to that obtained between North American pop-

ulations separated by 1,300 km (Mestres et al. 1995; Solé

et al. 2000). This is an order of magnitude higher than the

rate estimated for independently arising lethal genes, which

is 0.0041 ± 0.0019 for the O chromosome (Loukas et al.

1980) and 0.0029 ± 0.0009 for the second chromosome of

D. melanogaster (Begon et al. 1985). The lethal genes

responsible for the allelism between the Chilean popula-

tions analyzed were the lethal genes completely associated

with the O5 inversion, the lethal gene partially associated

with the O3?4?7 arrangement, and a lethal gene found once

in both populations and located in an O3?4?2 chromosome.

The first two lethal genes are located in heterotic inversions

(Mestres et al. 2001), and this explains their persistence in

the populations. No information is available on the via-

bility in the heterokaryotypic condition of the O3?4?2

chromosome carrying the latter lethal gene. It probably

appeared in one population and dispersed by gene flow

among Chilean populations. An analysis of its persistence

in the near future will elucidate its viability. Thus, the data

on lethal gene allelism show that Chilean populations are

not isolated and have gene flow between them, consistent

with patterns seen in molecular data (Pascual et al. 2007).

New genetic variability in Chilean populations

At the beginning of the colonization, North and South

American populations of D. subobscura had equivalent

genetic compositions and thus probably derived from a sin-

gle colonizing event (Latorre et al. 1986; Prevosti et al.

1988, 1989; Mestres et al. 1990, 1992, 2004, 2005; Rozas

et al. 1990; Rozas and Aguadé 1991; Balanyà et al. 1994;

Pascual et al. 2007). Nevertheless, North and South

American populations have been genetically isolated since

the colonization (Mestres et al. 2005). The inter-popula-

tional lethal allelism test between the Chilean populations of

the present study and those from North America showed the

following cases of allelism: the lethal genes associated with

the O5 and O3?4?7 inversions (being heterotic in both

hemispheres), and for a lethal gene present in an O5 inversion

(chromosomal line C105) from Centralia (North America)

and in an O3?4?2 arrangement (PM5) from Puerto Montt.

The most probable explanation is that the C105 chromo-

somal line carries two lethals, one that is typically associated

with the O5 inversion and another new one that is allelic with

that of line PM5. This latter lethal is apparently new, because

it has not been found in any O5 inversion previously studied

in America. Another explanation is possible, however: this

second lethal gene might have merely been in low frequency

and hence not detected in previous studies with the American

populations. In this case, the C105 chromosomal line would

have received this second lethal gene by recombination from

another chromosome. If so, we have to assume that this lethal

was probably present in the initial sample of colonizers,

because we detect it in both North America (in C105) and

South America (in PM5). Furthermore, it was not detected in

the early studies, which makes the explanation based on

recombination less likely. Thus, assuming an independent

origin and following Loukas et al. (1980), the p? (the rate of

independently arising lethal genes) value was obtained

(p? = 0.0013). This value is in agreement with the previous

estimates of this parameter for the O chromosome of

D. subobscura (Loukas et al. 1980).

New genetic variability is being generated by mutation

and recombination and will be the substrate for evolution

of the American populations. In the present study, we have

observed new lethal genes that have likely arisen by

mutation but have been detected only once. Their most

probable fate, if they are not located in an adaptive com-

plex (i.e., an inversion), is to be eliminated by natural

selection or genetic drift.

Recombination has also been detected in the O7 inver-

sion. The presence of the same lethal gene in this inversion

and in the O3?4?7 implies that the O7 inversion arose by

recombination. This scenario had been suggested previ-

ously (Sperlich and Feuerbach-Mravlag 1974), but the

shared lethal provides confirmation.

Due to the rich chromosomal polymorphism for inver-

sions in D. subobscura, recombination is complex and

extremely low frequencies or even absence of recombination

can be observed between inversions separated far from each

other on the chromosome (Krimbas and Zouros 1969;

Sperlich and Feuerbach-Mravlag 1974; Mestres et al. 1998).

Epistatic interactions between O7 and O3?4 inversions could

be responsible for recombination suppression. This is likely

why the O7 inversion alone is rare in natural populations
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(Krimbas and Zouros 1969; Sperlich and Feuerbach-

Mravlag 1974). With regard to the general question of the

degree of genetic exchange in this species, in American

populations and using the nucleotide sequence of the Odh

gene, genetic exchange has been observed between the

arrangements O3?4, O3?4?8, and Ost (in which this gene is

not included), but associations between some Odh haplo-

types and the chromosomal inversions O5 and O3?4?7 were

also found (Odh gene is located inside the O5 and O7

inversions) (Mestres et al. 2004). In Palearctic populations,

gene conversion is one mechanism by which genetic infor-

mation can be transferred between naturally occurring

inversions (Rozas and Aguadé 1994). Co-adapted gene

complexes are maintained either by the elimination of

recombinant chromosomes through natural selection or by

the absence of double crossovers inside some inversions

(Munté et al. 2005). This lack of recombination could

explain the persistence of the lethal genes in the heterotic

inversions O5 and O3?4?7 in American populations of

D. subobscura.

Conclusions

An analysis of lethal gene variation over time has provided

evidence of evolution in Chilean populations of D.

subobscura. Several lethal genes (some of them non-ran-

domly distributed along the chromosome) have been found

only once: these probably arose locally by mutation and

have (or will be) eliminated by selection or genetic drift.

Some lethal genes that were temporally associated with

chromosomal inversions during the founder event seem to

have disappeared, whereas others have persisted as a result

of their linkage to a presumed co-adapted complex. Finally,

lethal genes have demonstrated the existence of gene flow

and genetic recombination in these populations.
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